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Situation
 

ഠ Left shows the entirety of the current 
DUNE plot style guidance

ഠ We would like, minimally:
▶ More explicit “recommendations,” particularly to 

provide a unified visual theme

▶ Easy-to-use software toolkit to help users follow the 
rules & recommendations 

ഠ Reach goal:
▶ Technical means for tagging “provenance” of 

approved plots in image metadata

ഠ Young DUNE APB representative was 
charged by APB to flesh this out.  Though 
Alex Moor is now YD rep, I'm trying to 
carry this over the finish line

[from DUNE wiki https://wiki.dunescience.org/wiki/DUNE_Plot_Styles]

https://wiki.dunescience.org/wiki/DUNE_Plot_Styles
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“YD Plot Style Guidelines Task Force” 
ഠ Rather than do it all myself, I solicited volunteers from Young DUNE to join a 

“Plot Style Guidelines Task Force”
▶ Self-selection implies volunteers actually care about presentation and/or ease-of-use in tools
▶ Helps diversify opinions/experience so that first draft to APB already covers many perspectives

ഠ 5 volunteers (+ me):
▶ Adam Lister (Wisconsin)
▶ Andrew Mogan (Colorado State)
▶ Kevin Wood (LBNL)
▶ Oliver Lantwin (IN2P3)
▶ Asa Nehm (Mainz)
▶ JW (Tufts)

ഠ We have arrived at a set of first materials to propose to APB
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What we have
We assembled a gallery of 

diverse plots from ~15 different 
published sources (inside & 

outside DUNE) and discussed 
what's good & bad about them

We completed a set of 
guidelines based on our 

discussion, which we submit 
to the APB for consideration

Full proposed guidelines at 
this page in dune-plot-style 
GitHub (see also next slide)

https://github.com/DUNE/dune-plot-style/blob/main/guidelines.md
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What we have
We have a software package that we submit to APB 

for recommendation to the collaboration to aid in 
following the guidelines.

It contains:
● Header for use with ROOT that 

● applies (most of) the style when #included
● includes functions to do the rest

● Python modules that do the same for PyROOT and Matplotlib

● Documentation page and example scripts that show how to 
use them

● Machinery to make into a UPS product for easy use on (e.g.) 
dune gpvms

● Machinery to install as a standalone Python package [https://github.com/DUNE/dune-plot-style]

https://github.com/DUNE/dune-plot-style
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What we have
We have three flip-book documents with example 

plots exhibiting the guidelines 
using C++ ROOT, PyROOT, and Matplotlib

(generated from the example scripts).
They're attached to the Indico document.

Some of the example plots
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What we need from APB
 

ഠ Review, discussion, and signoff of the proposed guidelines as “official”
▶ Also review of example plots as necessary

ഠ Review and discussion (if needed), signoff on endorsing the software tools to 
the collaboration as “official”

ഠ Advertisement to the collaboration—do we need a general “comment period”?
▶ Handling general comment probably be painful (lots of bikeshedding), but 

some folks may have useful opinions otherwise not incorporated?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_triviality
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